Query: Please provide the information under which guideline and procedure the M/s SRMB Srijan Pvt. Ltd. located at Sagabhang, Durgapur (W. Bengal) has been given brand approval for the supply of Reinforcement Bars (Steel).

Reply:

M/s SRMB Srijan Pvt. Ltd. located at Sagarbhanga, Durgapur (W. Bengal) has been approved by POWERGRID as the approved vendor of POWERGRID for the supply of Reinforcement Steel. This has been done as per the process given below, which is followed by POWERGRID to consider any vendor for approval:

1) After receipt of request letter from vendor, relevant documents for assessment purpose are sought by POWERGRID.
2) If documents are found in order, an assessment committee visits the vendor works for verification of documents and assessment of manufacturing/testing facilities etc. Assessment charges, as applicable, are levied to vendor.
3) During visit, manufacturing facilities, testing facility, statutory requirements, traceability, infrastructure, safety and quality aspects, credentials of past supply etc. are verified / assessed.
4) Based on assessment, vendor is approved or rejected or shortcomings are conveyed to vendor for compliance. If the shortcomings are complied with, within given time frame, vendor is approved, initially for one year, and thereafter renewal is accorded based on supply performance.
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